Intrigo Systems Wins Big Again in the 2018 “Provider Pros to Know” by SDCE Magazine
Pushpinder Singh, Jeff Boyer and Jeevan Lekkala of Intrigo Systems
Presented Awards
FREMONT, CA — MARCH 6, 2018 Intrigo Systems, a leading provider of enterprise
and cloud solutions in e-commerce, supply chain and procurement in the dynamic SAP
ecosystem, is pleased to announce the recognition of Pushpinder Singh, Jeff Boyer and
Jeevan Lekkala by Supply & Demand Chain Executive Magazine as the 2018 ‘Provider
Pros to Know’ award winners for their contributions in supply chain management.
“Supply & Demand Chain Executive congratulates the 2018 Supply & Demand Chain
Executive Pros to Know recipients. The Pros to Know is a listing of exceptional
corporate executives at manufacturing and non-manufacturing enterprises who are
leading initiatives to help prepare their companies’ supply chains for the significant
challenges in the year ahead,” says John Yuva, editor of Supply & Demand Chain
Executive. “We commend this year’s recipients for their achievements in supply chain
and for paving the way for the next generation of exceptional supply chain leaders.
This year’s recipients embody the commitment to transformative supply chain tools
and processes, earning these individuals a rightful place in this year’s Pros to Know
listing.”
The Provider Pros to Know is a listing of individuals from a software firm or service
provider, consultancy or academia who helped their supply chain clients or the supply
chain community at large prepare to meet the significant challenges in the year ahead.
“I am extremely delighted about the recognition of my colleagues Jeevan, Jeff &
Pushpinder by SDCE, “ said Kanth Krishnan, Chief Customer Officer at Intrigo Systems.
“The rewards are a recognition of their deep supply chain expertise and Intrigo’s
strategy to provide our clients with leading supply chain solutions with a best in class
team”.
“It is my honor and pleasure to be recognized by SDCE as a Pro to Know for 2018,”
said Pushpinder Singh, Practice Director of Supply Chain Management Solutions at
Intrigo Systems. “I view the award as a reaffirmation of Intrigo’s long standing belief in
engineering the right solution from a gamut of new and emerging technologies, to
deliver a solution that is best suited to client’s needs and organizational culture.”
“With the advancements in technology and the ever-evolving business challenges faced
by companies today, it is an exciting time to help our clients optimize the value of their

supply chains,” said Jeff Boyer, Director of Advisory Services. “With my colleagues at
Intrigo, we have been able to successfully assist our clients in reducing working capital,
increase customer service and gain greater insight and visibility to their supply network.”
“The Intrigo Systems team believes that supply chain solutions are more than just
software implementation”, said Jeevan Lekkala, Practice Director at Intrigo Systems.
“Successful engagements involve top management buy in through demonstrable values
during the planning phase.”
The entire list of winners and profiles will be listed in the March 2018 issue of Supply &
Demand Chain Executive.
About Intrigo Systems
Intrigo Systems is an SAP Channel Partner and a leading provider of Advisory,
Implementation, and Managed Services. We develop business applications, focused on
delivering customer value, in the dynamic SAP Enterprise technology landscape. Intrigo
has also partnered SAP in the design of their Advance Planning & Optimization (APO)
environment and has implemented some of the largest successful projects in this area.
With a hands-on leadership team, Intrigo has successfully managed over 100 SAP
implementations. These include core S&OP, APO IBP, Supply Chain, and Analytics for
industry verticals as varied as Technology, Fashion, Consumer Products, Manufacturing
and Chemicals. www.intrigosys.com
About Supply & Demand Chain Executive
The Pros to Know Awards recognize supply chain executives, and manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing enterprises, that are leading initiatives to help prepare their
companies’ supply chains for the significant challenges of today’s business climate. This
year’s list includes more than 200 individuals from software firms and service providers,
consultancies or academia, who helped their supply chain clients or the supply chain
community at large prepare to meet these challenges—and more than 40 Practitioner
Pros, who do the same within their own companies. SDCE received more than 350
entries for this year’s award. Visit www.sdcexec.com for more information.
https://www.sdcexec.com

